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Do you dream of traveling and adventure? Feeling trapped at work and home? Learn amazing tips,

secrets, and resources to start RV living full time. If lucky, most people have the opportunity to travel

once or twice a year. If you're like me, then you know that's no way to truly live. RV Living Full Time

will help you transition smoothly from a boring life at home to the adventure of a lifetime on the open

road. At first, it may all feel overwhelming, but this audiobook will help get you properly prepared for

the next big chapter in your life. Inside this book, you'll learn: The Initial Phase - Finding a RV That's

Right for You The First Timer's Checklist A Brief Guide to RV Legal Considerations & RV Safety A

Guide to RV Expenses - Budgeting & Planning! A Guide to RV Food Prep & Storage Top 100+ Tips

to Make Life on the Road Easier My Favorite Spots Travel Guide A Guide to Earning Money from

the Road The Ultimate RV Resource Guide
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What an interesting way of living and/or going on vacation. You can be sure that whether you are

considering, this the book will help you prepare for it. Whether it is how and when to purchase or

rent an RV, through to explaining all the check-lists that are important at different stages of your

journey. The lists takes into account what you might need before going on the road, setting up once

you arrived at your destination, and finally even a breaking-down list. I would have never thought

that there will be legal considerations, but there is, and it is all set out for you! Good safety tips as

well. After all safety always comes first.



I've always been interested in RVs but I always thought they were a once in while trip and

enjoyment ordeal. This book really shows you how to survive in a RV. It's got everything in here

down to storage and money saving tips. I can truly see myself having a RV full time during my

retirement years. Highly recommend this book to anyone thinking about getting one.

Whilst I am not planning of leaving society and living full time in an RV.. it has been a dream of mine

(somehow also managed to convince my partner) to travel across country over the summer and

really see what this great country has to offer.The book really helped in the initial stages with the

whole.. 'can I afford it' bit. And then the whole preparation. We have not left yet.. but feel that we are

in good stead.I particularly liked the 100+ tips to make life easier.. these things seem very sensible

and can only come from experience (so good to learn from someone's mistakes).I have obviously

read a lot of other resources (forums, books, websites) but this was likely one of the most

comprehensive.

Traveling the United States is a thing that a lot of people do once the kids are grown and they have

retired from their 9 to 5 jobs.This book tells you what to look for in a motor home and things to

consider like do you want one with a motor in it or a tow-behind where you drive a vehicle such as a

Suburban. Where to look to obtain one, complete with click-able links to various places that offer

them.Tells you things to consider like :available space insideconnectivitySafetyEco-friendlinessLater

on in the book tells you what to pack and how to prepare for a trip, RV maintenance and even

places you can park your RV. EVEN laws regarding driving a motorized home.

We are in the early stages of starting our dream of going on the road to support my growing craft

business and my husband's writing career! This is the first book in what promises to be MANY

books and prep materials and I really enjoyed it. It's a very easy read and a great overview. It

brought up a lot of things I hadn't considered, (who knew some states require a different license?). I

felt that the tricks/tips section was outstanding as was the LINKS info: I wish the author had gone

more in depth for some of the items, (he should write a sequel). Overall, it gave me a lot to chew on

and digest and brought us one step further to casting off our tethers and hittin' the road.

I've always fantasized about buying an RV and taking off on the road. Ah, to see the USA; all the

National Parks, the rivers and mountains, and wonderful cities from coast to coast. Well, I found the

perfect book to pull it off.RV LIVING FULL TIME is the ideal guide, providing everything you would



want to know about RV road cruising. From legal considerations to safety, to food storage to

fabulous travel destinationsâ€”it's all there. Great resource book!

It was a quick read and I gathered a lot of good information. This book is well written and a must

read prior to making the decision to adapt to the RV lifestyle. It presents in a very methodical

fashion pretty much all of the factors that need to be taken into consideration. The references are

great to have and I look forward to getting out on the road. Seeing our great country and visiting the

areas I've read about or seen on TV. Kevin gives an insightful view into living on the road and the

way to make the most of the entire experience. This book is worth reading. Recommended!

My husband and I are campers since we were little. His dream is having an RV and travel the world,

but since we cannot yet afford that I was planning to rent one for his birthday and travel through

Europe. Purchasing this book saves me a lot of time making lists about what should i buy/take/have

with me because there is all in there. There are also many tips that are a must read because they

are helpful in many ways. Thank to the author I am fully prepared for my vacation without doing

almost anything!
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